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Invigorating Hindi Shayari – Expression of Emotions

Hindi shayari is a melodic and elegant form of poetry that expresses the deepest emotions through words.

Feb. 19, 2010 - PRLog -- Shayari or sher is an Urdu word that means couplet. It is a form of poetry that
expresses emotions in all its forms through words, rhythm, and form. The form rules over other form of
poetry and language as shayari is considered to be one of the most effective and expressive form of
expression.

The journey of shayari is long but thrilling, full of excitement and conspiracy. No one till date is able to
understand how and when the form exactly came into existence. Some believe it has its roots in the Persian,
Turkish, and Arabic culture, some say it is an ancient form of conversation in Urdu, and some say it spread
worldwide through the boundaries of Indian sub-continent. The exact picture is blurred but whatever is
known brings in a wave of excitement.

Gradually, as time passed by shayari started gaining immense popularity and was loved by many around the
world. In India, this form of conversation became super duper hit in the form of ghazals and nazm. These
are the most popular forms of shayari that follow a distinct rhythmic pattern, meter, and expressive
couplets. Later on, Urdu words and phrases were translated to easier forms in Hindi language for better
delivery of expression and emotion. It is believed that the words were translated to Devanagri script so that
the common Indian man can also understand the meaning and significance of every word in the couplet.
Since this translation, Hindi shayari have won the hearts of millions in and around the country.

Hindi shayari is a melodic and elegant form of poetry that has etched its truth on the Hindi language,
culture, and tradition. These mainly revolve around themes like human sentiments, affection, scenic beauty,
passion for love, desire for success, and quest for divinity. In its unique way these poetic forms are also
used for worshipping lord and praising the beliefs and values of the society.

Hindi shayari can be of many forms delivering variety of emotions and human feelings. Some of the most
popular forms are sad shayari, love shayari, friendship shayari, motivational shayari, birthday shayari,
funny shayari, and romantic shayari.

# # #

Check beautiful love messages and shayari on http://www.hindishayari.co.in and 
http://www.romanticsms.org
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